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AgendaAgenda

•• Portals and Content Management Portals and Content Management --
definitions & detailsdefinitions & details

•• Document and Records Management Document and Records Management 

•• Database ContentDatabase Content

•• Maturing Content and Knowledge Maturing Content and Knowledge 
Management TechnologiesManagement Technologies



Portals are coming!Portals are coming!

•• Portals are coming and will soon be Portals are coming and will soon be 
commoncommon

•• Content management is keyContent management is key

•• New thinking about content management New thinking about content management 
will be requiredwill be required



PortalsPortals

•• The Yahoo modelThe Yahoo model

•• BrowserBrowser--accessible single point of access (SPOA)accessible single point of access (SPOA)

•• Access to everythingAccess to everything

•• Search engine + categoriesSearch engine + categories

•• PersonalizablePersonalizable

•• Adapting from internet to enterpriseAdapting from internet to enterprise



Enterprise Portal FunctionsEnterprise Portal Functions

•• Information accessInformation access

•• Unified corporate desktop with personalized view of Unified corporate desktop with personalized view of 
organizational informationorganizational information

•• Collaboration environment conducive to sharing Collaboration environment conducive to sharing 
informationinformation

•• Universal inUniversal in--boxbox

•• Horizontal or verticalHorizontal or vertical

•• Application set for managing and delivering contentApplication set for managing and delivering content



Enterprise Portal CapabilitiesEnterprise Portal Capabilities

•• Access to structured business intelligence and Access to structured business intelligence and 
unstructured documentunstructured document--based informationbased information

•• Ability to search across all organizational Ability to search across all organizational 
information sourcesinformation sources

•• Allow users to publish and share informationAllow users to publish and share information

•• Control user access to informationControl user access to information

•• Integration with applicationsIntegration with applications

•• Workflow/business process supportWorkflow/business process support



Enterprise Portal LayersEnterprise Portal Layers

•• PresentationPresentation

•• PersonalizationPersonalization

•• CollaborationCollaboration

•• ProcessProcess

•• Publishing and DistributionPublishing and Distribution

•• SearchSearch

•• CategorizationCategorization

•• IntegrationIntegration



Enterprise Portal BenefitsEnterprise Portal Benefits

•• Access to relevant informationAccess to relevant information

•• Save users timeSave users time

•• Increase user productivityIncrease user productivity

•• Enable better, faster decisionEnable better, faster decision--makingmaking

•• Enable more efficient communication with employeesEnable more efficient communication with employees

•• Create and maintain competitive advantageCreate and maintain competitive advantage



Enterprise Portal DefinitionEnterprise Portal Definition

The Big Rock Candy MountainThe Big Rock Candy Mountain



Content ManagementContent Management

•• “Traditionally” automates the presentation of “Traditionally” automates the presentation of 
information on a web site. information on a web site. 

•• Versioning Versioning 

•• External source or entered in CM applicationExternal source or entered in CM application

•• Metadata in standard databaseMetadata in standard database

•• Creates and managesCreates and manages TOC’sTOC’s, indexes, and links, indexes, and links

•• Review and authorization processReview and authorization process



Document ManagementDocument Management

•• Usage tracking and audit trail of accessUsage tracking and audit trail of access

•• SecuritySecurity

•• Version controlVersion control

•• MetadataMetadata

•• Excellent search capabilityExcellent search capability

•• PeoplePeople--poweredpowered



Document ManagementDocument Management

•• An essential component for highly secure, highly An essential component for highly secure, highly 
managed documentmanaged document--based contentbased content

•• A good basis for publication procedures, especially A good basis for publication procedures, especially 
if routing/workflow services are if routing/workflow services are availablelavailablel

•• Enterprises that have deployed document Enterprises that have deployed document 
management can easily leverage the investment for management can easily leverage the investment for 
portal content managementportal content management

•• DM metadata extremely useful in portal deploymentDM metadata extremely useful in portal deployment



Records ManagementRecords Management

•• Records are a special category of documentsRecords are a special category of documents

•• Records constitute the corporate memory of Records constitute the corporate memory of 
actions, transactions, decisionsactions, transactions, decisions

•• Created to support daily business operations in Created to support daily business operations in 
anticipation of disputesanticipation of disputes

•• Essential for protection and support in litigationEssential for protection and support in litigation

•• Retained to meet legal, regulatory, and tax Retained to meet legal, regulatory, and tax 
requirementsrequirements



Records ManagementRecords Management

•• Records have specific lifeRecords have specific life--cycle requirementscycle requirements

•• Destruction of records may be as important as Destruction of records may be as important as 
retentionretention

•• WellWell--managed and documented record  managed and documented record  
management may be of management may be of trememdoustrememdous value in legal value in legal 
discovery processdiscovery process

•• Impetus for RM deployment may be from legal Impetus for RM deployment may be from legal 
departmentdepartment



Records ManagementRecords Management

•• Documents become records according to specific Documents become records according to specific 
criteriacriteria

•• Ownership is transferred from the author or Ownership is transferred from the author or 
submitter to the organizationsubmitter to the organization

•• Records are assigned to a wellRecords are assigned to a well--defined file plan defined file plan 
specifying and documenting its lifespecifying and documenting its life--cyclecycle

•• Records must remain accessible, but protected from Records must remain accessible, but protected from 
change, as reliable proof of what happenedchange, as reliable proof of what happened



Records ManagementRecords Management

•• Formal records management may be a largely Formal records management may be a largely 
paperpaper--based processbased process

•• Electronic records management is increasingly Electronic records management is increasingly 
being adopted to deal with the expanding volume being adopted to deal with the expanding volume 
of paperless documentsof paperless documents

•• Imaging technologies are often an essential Imaging technologies are often an essential 
component of records managementcomponent of records management



Database ContentDatabase Content

•• Access to information in data warehouses, data Access to information in data warehouses, data 
marts, and RDBMS systems is increasingly marts, and RDBMS systems is increasingly 
important, and often easy to deploy important, and often easy to deploy 

•• Query and reporting applications turn data into Query and reporting applications turn data into 
contentcontent

•• Often referred to as Business IntelligenceOften referred to as Business Intelligence

•• BI solutions meet the needs of most users.  Few BI solutions meet the needs of most users.  Few 
users actually enter the world of OLAPusers actually enter the world of OLAP



The Problem:The Problem:



Making it Making it MatterMatter

•• Providing access to information is just the Providing access to information is just the 
beginningbeginning

•• It’s important to adapt to how people look for It’s important to adapt to how people look for 
thingsthings

•• Keyword, or fullKeyword, or full--text, searching is necessary, but text, searching is necessary, but 
not sufficient.  not sufficient.  

•• People need categoriesPeople need categories



Making it Making it MatterMatter

•• It is impossible for every user to gather, assimilate, It is impossible for every user to gather, assimilate, 
and discuss the most current and relevant infoand discuss the most current and relevant info

•• The Enterprise Portal must deliver content that The Enterprise Portal must deliver content that 
mattersmatters

•• Actionable information is what mattersActionable information is what matters
–– Take care of the customerTake care of the customer

–– Respond to a competitorRespond to a competitor

–– Save moneySave money

–– InnovateInnovate



Making it Making it MatterMatter

•• Conventional content management is doomed to Conventional content management is doomed to 
fail in the face of tidal waves of information and the fail in the face of tidal waves of information and the 
limits of human attentionlimits of human attention

•• Computers don’t have attention.  They have access Computers don’t have attention.  They have access 
to incredible volumes of information, and are to incredible volumes of information, and are 
developing the capacity to assess it. developing the capacity to assess it. 

•• DM, BI, and KM technologies are converging on the DM, BI, and KM technologies are converging on the 
problem of content managementproblem of content management



Judging what mattersJudging what matters

•• Categorization is the first stepCategorization is the first step
–– Documents with similar words are more likely to be about Documents with similar words are more likely to be about 

the same thingthe same thing

–– Documents with words that have similar meaning are Documents with words that have similar meaning are 
more likely to be about the same thingmore likely to be about the same thing

–– Meaning depends on contextMeaning depends on context

–– From words to context to concepts to clusters of From words to context to concepts to clusters of 
documents, according to what they are about documents, according to what they are about 

–– ‘Concept taxonomy’, human and/or machine created‘Concept taxonomy’, human and/or machine created



Judging what mattersJudging what matters

•• Documents are likely to be about the same thing if Documents are likely to be about the same thing if 
they share properties such as:they share properties such as:
–– Same authorSame author

–– Written by people in the same workgroupWritten by people in the same workgroup

–– Written by people with similar interestsWritten by people with similar interests

–– Passed from one person to another as something of Passed from one person to another as something of 
interestinterest

–– Stored in a particular folder with other documentsStored in a particular folder with other documents

–– Similar information provided by the author on a a form Similar information provided by the author on a a form 
indicating what they are aboutindicating what they are about



Judging what mattersJudging what matters

•• Categories are Categories are indispensibleindispensible.  So how do we know .  So how do we know 
what categories are useful?what categories are useful?
–– Have people look at things and categorize them, a la  Have people look at things and categorize them, a la  

Yahoo!  (good, but impractical)Yahoo!  (good, but impractical)

–– Ask people to tell you what they are interested in Ask people to tell you what they are interested in 
(generally unreliable, and requires co(generally unreliable, and requires co--operation)operation)

–– Observe their behavior!Observe their behavior!



Judging what mattersJudging what matters

–– What do they search for?What do they search for?

–– What do they click on?What do they click on?

–– What do they save?What do they save?

–– What do they forward to someone else?What do they forward to someone else?

–– What categories do they browse through?What categories do they browse through?

–– What do they write about?What do they write about?

–– Do they read details, or just summaries?Do they read details, or just summaries?

–– What permissions do they give to what they contribute?What permissions do they give to what they contribute?

–– What do they say they are interested in?What do they say they are interested in?



Making it Making it mattermatter

•• Observe content and usage patternsObserve content and usage patterns

•• Identify and encourage communities of interestIdentify and encourage communities of interest

•• Identify the experts and observe and encourage Identify the experts and observe and encourage 
themthem

•• Identify preferences for viewing (functional area, Identify preferences for viewing (functional area, 
workgroup, database view, folder system)workgroup, database view, folder system)

•• Learn from user behavior and deliver increasingly Learn from user behavior and deliver increasingly 
more finemore fine--tuned resultstuned results



What you needWhat you need

•• Search engineSearch engine

•• Document and records managementDocument and records management

•• Query and reporting toolsQuery and reporting tools

•• Categorization engineCategorization engine

•• Personalization enginePersonalization engine

•• Common authenticationCommon authentication

•• Scalable platformScalable platform



In closingIn closing
The Enterprise Portal provides a formidable list of services:

–– Provides access to all major business information sourcesProvides access to all major business information sources

–– Provides security and enforces permissionsProvides security and enforces permissions

–– Keeps information upKeeps information up--toto--date through versioningdate through versioning

–– Supports management of content through analysis and Supports management of content through analysis and 
automatic categorizationautomatic categorization

–– Personalizes content for individual interests and Personalizes content for individual interests and 
preferencespreferences

–– Provides a variety of views of contentProvides a variety of views of content



In closingIn closing
–– Delivers information in a variety of ways, from email to Delivers information in a variety of ways, from email to 

web to wireless device.web to wireless device.

–– Identifies experts in the organizationIdentifies experts in the organization

–– Identifies communities of interestIdentifies communities of interest

–– Learns from user behavior to provide better, more Learns from user behavior to provide better, more 
meaningful meaningful resultsresults

–– And, possibly the most important: provides a basis for And, possibly the most important: provides a basis for 
metrics of what is important and who is important in metrics of what is important and who is important in 
achieving the goals of the organizationachieving the goals of the organization



SourcesSources

Much of the material presented here is based on white Much of the material presented here is based on white 
papers that can be found at papers that can be found at 
http://www.hummingbird.com/whites/http://www.hummingbird.com/whites/

Additional perspectives are taken from David Additional perspectives are taken from David 
Weinberger, editor of the Journal of the Weinberger, editor of the Journal of the 
Hyperlinked Organization.  More can be found at Hyperlinked Organization.  More can be found at 
http://www.http://www.hyperorghyperorg.com.com

You can contact Mike Mackey at You can contact Mike Mackey at 
mmackeymmackey@@advdocadvdoc.com.com
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